
In the sixteenth century, political and economic engagements between Renaissance Europe and the Islamic world 
opened new pathways for cultural exchange. Trade, diplomacy and tourism vastly enhanced Europeans’ knowledge 
of Ottoman, Safavid and Mughal urban design and architectural practice. As travel narratives from the period attest, 
Europeans reported on the cities, gardens, and buildings with which they came into contact, often characterizing them 
as sites of social interaction. Some of the accounts even included drawings and sketches of Islamic cities and gardens, 
which captured the attention of European cultural elites. Intellectual and artistic exchanges facilitated by merchants, 
tourists, and missionaries also added to the reciprocal flow of architectural ideas and concepts.
During this period, some simultaneous changes occurred in garden design in Europe and Persia. The role of gardens in 
cities grew in prominence, with a gradual shift in emphasis from gardens for the private sphere to an increasingly public 
function. As a natural consequence of this shift, gardens began to serve as the core of new urban plans and designs. 
This phenomenon not only established a new relationship between the garden and city, but also emphasized the garden 
pavilion or villa as the focal point. Are such concurrent developments in European and Islamic gardens the result of 
universal political and social changes in both regions or could these garden design traditions mutually have influenced 
one another? The papers in this panel can study such potential influences by comparing the meanings and forms 
of gardens in the Islamic world to those in Europe or by exploring historical documents to validate mutual influence in
garden design. The papers can also compare and contrast between the function of the palace or pavilions in relation to 
the garden in Islamic cultures and the villa in relation to the garden in European cultures.

Staging the Civilizing Element in the Gardens of Rome and Constantinople
Simone M. Kaiser — Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main, Germany
This paper attempts to outline a comparative view on the aesthetic experience and representative use of water in the 
gardens of sixteenth-century Rome and Constantinople against the backdrop of the reception and appropriation of 
antiquity. 
The garden designs of these two capitals and their picturesque environments lend themselves well to an analysis on 
common ground. The Western as well as the Eastern Rome had both lost their rivalling splendour in mid-fifteenth-century. 
Regarding the ruins of their lost magnificence there can be found a similar rhetoric of melancholy and contemplation 
of the hazards of fortune on both sides (Christian humanists in Rome and Islamic conquerors in Constantinople alike). 
The reacquisition of the ancient size and significance of these two pearls of Roman civilization became a common 
topic. Parallels between the Ottoman and Italian “Renaissance” might highlight not only the respective developments 
of sacred architecture but also the growing importance of gardens. It seems therefore indicated to consider similarities 
and differences in the employed strategies of using the art of garden design as “mirror of princes” – i.e. a demonstration 
of the essence of their culture, order of society and knowledge, beliefs and political power. Serving consequently as a 
medium of international communication on the stage of the great theatre of the world mutual influences are to be 
expected.
Water played an eminent role as an aesthetic adhesive agent of the art of garden design and equally as a main agent 
in the process of regaining antique magnificence. It may be considered as the civilizing element par excellence. The 
restoration of the ancient aqueducts, the progression of hydraulic engineering techniques and the building of new 
fountains were crucial in this process. Special attention should be given to the methods used for integrating the waters 
of new garden concepts in narrative contexts serving the symbolic appropriation of land as well as to the perception of 
the sensual attraction involved.

For beauty, and air, and view: Contemplating the Wider Surroundings of Sixteenth Century 
Mughal and European gardens
Jill Sinclair — independent scholar, India
This paper will use sixteenth century texts (biography, travelogue, poetry) and images (maps, drawings, paintings) to 
explore the role of external views and vistas in early Mughal Indian and European Renaissance gardens. Often portrayed 
as enclosed, protected and inward-looking, gardens in both these regions in fact increasingly offered views beyond the 
immediate site, and a sense of the wider setting as an essential experience of the garden. As well as being focal points, 
pavilions and villas often promised and provided views that gave an understanding of the garden in its broader context. 
The paper will reveal shifting relationships in both regions between the natural world, the garden, and the city, with 
evidence that gardens in the sixteenth century started to symbolise man’s taming of nature, and his new confidence 
about his place in the world.
In terms of scope, the paper will consider Indian gardens in Delhi and Agra, and European gardens around Rome 
and the Loire Valley. While the main focus will be on the sixteenth century, the paper will trace the political and social 
shifts over time in each region that led to an increased focus on the wider landscape. Thus for India it will compare 
approaches in early Mughal gardens with those during the time of the preceding Delhi Sultanate and with further 
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developments during the Shahjahan period. Similarly French and Italian Renaissance gardens will be compared with 
both earlier, medieval and later, baroque gardens. The paper will also briefly consider how far this increasing inclusion 
of the wider surroundings as part of the garden experience came to influence urban expansion and city planning.

East and West: Influences between Persian and European Gardens 
Mahvash Alemi — Independent Scholar, Italy
Jane Dieulafoy, who travelled in Iran in the nineteenth century, maintains in her manuscripts that the additions of Shah 
Abbas to Isfahan were inspired by the monuments of Italian renaissance. These were, according to Dieulafoy, depicted 
by the Carmelite and Capuchin priests for Shah Abbas. Whether this is true will be confuted on the basis of original 
documents of the Safavid period. Although Pietro della Valle asked for the model of S. Peters to be sent to him in his 
correspondence, no documents prove that he did receive the model. The great urban works carried out during the reign 
of Shah Abbas were almost finished when Della Valle was in Isfahan. Pietro della Valle was particularly impressed by 
the grandeur of the Khiyaban-e Chaharbagh in Isfahan, which linked the palace compound to the Hezar Jarib suburban 
garden, across the river Zayande. He compared this promenade to the Strada del Popolo in Rome, Poggio Reale in 
Naples, as well as, the one outside Genova and that leading to Monreale of Palermo. He claimed that the Khiyaban in 
Esfahan was truly royal and superior to all because of its straight layout and the beauty of the waterfalls, basins and the 
bridge. Della Valle was also impressed by the grand scale of the Meydan that he compared to Piazza Navona in Rome, 
preferring the latter for the unity of its architectural order. However Khiyabans and Meydans were created in other 
Persian cities, before Shah Abbas’s addition to Isfahan. Precedent to the well-known Chaharbagh Khiyaban in Isfahan 
was that in Qazvin created by Shah Tahmasb, in praise of which Abdi Bayk had written many verses. This Khiyaban did 
not have the grand scale of the one in Isfahan. The poems of Navidi that praise the garden city created by Shah Tahmasb 
evoke such aesthetical values as symmetry and variety appreciated in their architectural composition. In addition to 
these sources, this paper documents reflections of the pairidaeza of the Sasanids in Christian iconography representing 
paradise and images related to architectural works in western architectural proposals by Canina. Fischer von Erlach’s 
projects for pleasure pavilions in gardens, entitled “projet Eines Gartten-Gebau neu persianischer bau-artt” used the 
elevation of Ali Qapu as the central body and two side elements with a circular plan. Fischer von Erlach also explicitly 
refers to Persepolis for his project for Schoenbrunn. Therefore we may conclude that during the Safavid period the 
many travelers who documented the architectural and urban planning achievements of the period contributed to keep 
alive the fascination for Persia and its culture as reflected in their gardens.

Embracing the Other: Venetian Garden Design, Early Modern Travelers, and the Islamic Landscape
Christopher Pastore — University of Pennsylvania, U.S.
The merchant Venetian has been rightfully recognized for his daring exploits in the establishment of contact between 
Europe, the Near East, Africa, and the Orient. Marco Polo’s years in the Far East set the floor for generations of 
businessmen whose acumen and pragmatism made their city the central marketplace of the medieval Mediterranean. 
The constriction of Venetian trade under the pressure of the Turkish expansion and the Portuguese discovery of more 
direct routes to the Spice Islands of the Far East may be overstated, but there is some truth that Venetians were cognizant 
that investment in the terraferma might compensate for future decline in trade. In turn, narratives of and by traders 
and other travelers inspired investors in agricultural territory to shape the landscape with the help of descriptions of 
places near and far, contemporary and historical. Thus, viaggiatori of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries provided new 
landowners with new ideas about the ideal forms of the territory that would later supplant trade as a major element of 
Venetian wealth. In this paper, we will consider exactly how the wildly popular viaggiatori accounts shaped a surprisingly 
catholic Venetian vision of a world, which seemed to grow in complexity every moment, and how this wider world 
changed the way Venetians imagined their designed landscapes closer to home.
The likelihood that a Venetian would come in contact with an Arab, a Turk, a Persian, or an Englishman was an 
outgrowth of the far-reaching tentacles of Venetian trade and the subsequent role played by Venetians as ambassadors. 
These individuals interacted with foreign governments and private business partners across the Mediterranean 
and across the Near East with an eye out for the guarantee of continued profits and, if not friendly, at least correct 
relationships. Early modern travelers such as Luigi Roncinotto, Giosofat Barbaro, and Andrea Navagero were exposed to 
new experiences and encountered peoples, places, and cultures never mentioned by ancient geographers or historians. 
Although all new discoveries did not inspire positive responses, many reports identified those aspects of the new that 
were worthy examples. For example, when Roncinotto writes about other cities such as Baghdad in Mesopotamia he 
finds its roots in an antiquity that would appeal to contemporary Venetians since he tells us (erroneously) that Baghdad 
had once been Babylon. Roncinotto’s account would surely have entertained his employer and the Venetian reader. 
However, history and wonders aside, the specific details he enunciates suggests that his readers had an interest in the 
places and spaces visited in the foreign lands he and his fellows described. As a matter of course, the receptive Venetian 
audience evaluated new and fascinating information and deemed much of their counterparts across the cultural divide 
as intriguing complements or alternatives to the theories and methods derived from the exalted Greek and Roman 
authorities. It might not be surprising, then, that after exposure to tales of garden courts, cooling fountains, and ripe 
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orchards across the Islamic world, members of the Venetian elite would create splendid villas with features derived 
from these new types. In this paper, I will discuss a series of Venetian encounters with the Islamic landscape, its 
built environment, and the magnificent gardens that captivated Venetians and subsequently influenced the refinement 
of Renaissance landscape designs and use of gardens in an increasingly ideological refashioning of the agricultural 
territories of the early modern Veneto.

North American Connections to Islamic and Renaissance Gardens: Design Transference from 
the 16th Century Forward
Nancy J. Volkman — Texas A&M University, U.S.
The geographical proximity of Europe with core Middle Eastern Islamic areas suggests that some level of mutual design 
migration occurred, even if only influenced through writing both literary and expository. More complex global factors 
and a more complex design interaction can be seen when Islamic and Renaissance garden concepts and forms were 
transferred to newly acquired European territories around the world. This paper will focus on Islamic design ideas, filtered 
through European Renaissance sensitivities, as they developed in North America during two distinct time periods.
The initial colonial period of transference will be discussed through comparison between the refined gardens of Mexico 
and Central America and those found in areas now in the United States. Mexican and Central American designs 
often demonstrated a more multifaceted integration of Islamic and Renaissance precedents, whereas the American 
gardens, know examples of which are extremely simple, are more Islamic in overall character. Disparities between 
designs in these two areas demonstrate that different travel patterns, settlement history, social, local cultural, ethnic, 
environmental, educational, and economic factors had strong regional impacts. The contrast between these areas will 
cover differences in settlement planning, public open space designs, and private gardens.
The relative strength of the image or impression of the Mexican colonial garden on later American design will then 
be discussed for the early twentieth century when variously named “Spanish Colonial gardens”, “Mission gardens”, 
“Islamic gardens” or “Persian gardens” became popular for both historic sites and contemporary estates. At historic 
sites, especially in America, gardens were “reconstructed” based on the Mexican models that likely never existed at U. 
S. sites. In estates, which owners and designers often considered as and compared to European villas, influences were 
often mixed (although more so in the U. S.) reflecting the popularity of both Islamic and Renaissance design ideas at 
that time. Set of characteristics to classify estate designs as having primarily Islamic, rather than European, influences 
were established. One set of characteristics consisted of those that should be present to show a largely Islamic influence, 
while another set of characteristics listed those that are more typically European, and thus should be absent if Islamic 
influence dominates. Examples of sites from the American southwest that demonstrate an overall Islamic influence or
predominantly Renaissance influence or mixed influences will illustrate this evaluation. Changes that affected the adop-
tion of these varied design ideas since the colonial period will be summarized, particularly the early twentieth- century 
focus on regional character in popularizing Islamic-inspired designs.
In both eras North American gardens clearly demonstrate that some level of mutual influence between the Islamic and 
Renaissance garden. Further, that for both the general public and some designers distinctions between these traditions 
were unclear at best and perhaps irrelevant. The twentieth century examples in particular illustrate the role of visual 
imagery, literature, and travel in transferring design forms even when underlying meanings and original purposes are 
unknown, suggesting a pattern that may long have been in operation.
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